
"Vincent is an amazing 

individual…I hope you will take 

the time to listen and learn from 

Vincent-then go out and act on it."

"...I have seen him on stage, 

he is Powerful! Two thumbs 

up Vincent."

“I highly recommend 

Vincent; he is an awesome 

coach and speaker”

~ DAYMOND JOHN
Founder Fubu 

“The People’s Shark"

~ KEVIN HARRINGTON 
Entrepreneur | Founder of as 

seen on TV | Shark Tank Investor

~ ZOE NEAUMAN
Media Content Strategist, 

California/ UK

Vincent Dowd is a sought-after international speaker who who has taught financial literacy, motivation,
consciousness strategies as well as how to develop conscious communication & powerful selling skills from
stage!

By combining his own personal first-hand Business and Life experience, he delivers compelling, often emotional
yet relatable presentations that inspire, motivate and educate his audience. These presentations have been
held for: Conferences, Online Events, Interviews, Panels, Meetings, Retreats, Workshops, and Seminars that have
been met with rave reviews, and can be adapted to suit your venue and audience.

The Founder of Authentic Elevation is an experienced Entrepreneur, Stock and Options Trader, International
Transformational Speaker and Yogi. He was a lead trainer for Daymond John’s entrepreneurial speaker team.
He has spoken alongside Tony Robbins, Billionaire Jim Rogers, as well as many great names. Vincent brings
Authenticity, Impact and Insight to audiences worldwide and he would surely ad value to your organization!

Your Life Is An Inside Job.
YOUR WORD & STORIES ARE LAW IN YOUR UNIVERSE!



TO BOOK VINCENT

+1-720-841-0043 vince@AuthenticElevation.com www.AuthenticElevation.com

"What if 98% of your audience is missing the most important key to truly reaching their desires? In this Topic
Vincent shares powerful insights on how to transform your life, career, and relationships through the power
transmuting your thoughts and words. Mastering new language patterns and clearing out limiting beliefs
will begin to change the external world for those who apply these techniques. Whether your audience is
made up of business owners or professionals looking to level up their game, this presentation will provide
them with the tools and strategies to level up their game from the inside out! Vincent will inspire, educate,
and motivate your audience to achieve their fullest potential and create the life they truly desire." .

SPEAKING TOPICS

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION OR TO BOOK VINCENT FOR 
YOUR NEXT EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

Transform your speaking game with 'Stealth Selling Through Story Telling' and learn to craft
compelling stories that educate, inspire, and motivate your audience. Discover how to create
emotional and fun scenes using real life experiences that sell your ideas, services, and
products, and engage your audience like never before. Your audience will learn the key
difference between boring informational talks and powerful transformational events that cause
the audience to act and change their lives! Don't miss the chance to inspire and sell your
audience on your message - book me now!


